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FlagView History Pxywikiwalkthrrough1051.pngTerminus Cave is an optional cave in the mountainous Kalos. It can be reached from Route 18. Like many other caves in Kalos, you can find Pokemon just by walking around, using Rock Smash on cracked boulders, or strolling under black spots and being attacked from
the ceiling. There are three entrances to the Terminus Cave from Route 18. Two entrances lead to a dead end with useful objects, and the third leads to a multi-level cave. This cave leads to a dead end with the dragon scale. Explore the rock to the north to find a hidden normal gem. This cave leads to a dead end with
TM31 Brick Break. Pxywikiwalkthrough1050.pngThis represents 500 with a ladder leading to the next level. Pxywikiwalkthrrough1052.pngAfter the path to the southeast until you reach the cracked boulder. Use Pokemon with Rock Smash to break this boulder and then cross the bridge to Star Piece.
Pxywikiwalkthrrough1053.pngReturn to an early fork on the road and going west. Go ledges and follow the straight path. At the end of the hidden twilight ball inside the cliff on the left. Climb the ramp to the west and cross the bridge to find another Pokemon trainer on the other side. Pxywikiwalkthrough1056.pngAfter the
path southwest to the cul-de-sac with a very valuable point of heat Rock. This element increases the length of intense sunlight by three more turns. Pxywikiwalkthrough1057.pngReturn to the last trainer and walk on the bridge. Another Pokemon trainer can be found on this bridge. Cross the bridge and roll down the hill.
Another Pokemon trainer will walk around this area. After the battle, walk along the path to the north. Wake up the stairs that lead down to the next floor until you reach the cracked boulder. Use Pokemon with Rock Smash to break this stone and open the way to a dead end. Explore this dead-end area to find the hidden
Moonstone. Pxywikiwalkthrough1067.pngBefore going down to the next floor, jumping ledges south. To the west of the ledges' end is the escape rope, and the southeast is another Pokemon trainer. Pxywikiwalkthrrough1062.pngAfter the way one way southwest over another set of ledges and then go north until you
return to the stairs that leads down to the next floor. Pxywikiwalkthrough1063.pngNear launched this floor Of Pokemon trainer to walk in circles. After the battle, head north until you reach the cracked boulder in the west. Use Pokemon with Rock Smash to break this boulder and then follow the thin path west. At the end
of the path is a rock with a hidden iron inside. Pxywikiwalkthrough1066.pngFurther southwest Twilight Stone is a dead end. Pxywikiwalkthrrough1068.pngContinue on the way northeast until you reach another Pokemon trainer. The northwest is another thin path. Follow this path to reach X Attack. Take an item and to the
last coach. From this trainer, continue east to another Pokemon trainer to walk up and down the path. Up the mound in the north are several cracked boulders. Use a pokemon that knows Rock Smash to clear the area and reach another Pokemon trainer at the top. Pxywikiwalkthrough1078.pngContinue en route north
until you reach the Elixir to a dead end. Return to the south and head east for a few ledges and then continue to go southeast until you reach the dead end with complete healing. After collecting items, return to the last area with a fork on the road. Follow the path southwest to the mine cart in the middle of the cave.
Before you reach the last path down, look for an area for the hidden Max Potion. Continue down to the mine cart and pick up the TM30 Shadow Ball. Pxywikiwalkthrough1072.pngS a technical machine in hand, walk back up the path and head southeast to two Pokemon trainers. These coaches will challenge you into a
double battle. Pxywikiwalkthrough1073.pngSies battle, explore the stone behind these trainers to find the hidden Dire Hit. Continue on the way south until you reach the fork. The way to the west will lead to the legendary object of the iron slab. The way to the east leads to another floor. Pxywikiwalkthrough1080.pngAfter
the journey north to the Pokemon Trainer. Pxywikiwalkthrough1081.pngFurther north of the stairs that is blocked by a man. It will block this path until you become the champion of the Pokemon League. Pxywikiwalkthrough1082.pngAfter the east to the ledge. Explore the rock on the right in front of the ledge to find the
hidden Max Repel. Pxywikiwalkthrough1083.pngJump ledge and grab the reaper cloth to the south. That's all that's available at the moment. Don't forget to return to this room after the Pokemon League! After defeating the Pokemon League, return to B1F Room 2 and enter the door to the northwest. You will reach a
large room with a number of valuable items. In the south-west is Adamant Orb, in the southeast is Lustrous Orb, in the northwest - Orb Grisau, and in the northeast is the Hidden Big Nugget in the grass. With the collected items go north to find the legendary Pokemon Sigerd. Make sure you catch it, there is only one in
the whole game! From Bulbapedia, a community encyclopedia of Pokemon. This article is incomplete. Please feel free to edit this article to add the missing information and complete it. Reason: We need a map layout for small cameras from other Route 18 inputs. Terminus Cave 終洞窟Terminus Cave Wild Missingno.
Appeared! Map description: A coal mine that was closed a few years ago due to rumors of a monster living deep inside it. Location: Route 18 Region: Calos Generations: VI Location of Terminus Cave in Kalos. Pokemon World Places Terminus Cave (Japanese: 終 洞窟 Terminus) is a cave in Route 18. Terminus Cave is
the location of the legendary Pokemon Sigard in Pokemon X and Y. Although the player can enter the cave as soon as they reach route 18, they cannot enter Sigard's cell until after entering the Hall of Fame, due to the ace trainer that blocks the path. Details Small Camera One This camera is available through the
entrance on the basis of elevated tracks on route 18. Rock Smash is required to get to the entrance. Item Location Games Normal Gem on Stalagmite at the back of the camera (hidden, appears from time to time) X Y Dragon Scale In the middle of the Camera X Y Small Camera Two This camera is available through the
entrance at the end of the eastern branch of the elevated tracks on Route 18. Item Location of the game TM31 (Brick Break) In the back of the camera X Y B1F (main) Point Location Game Star Piece At the end of a narrow bridge, On the eastern branch of the first fork on the way (requires Rock Smash) X Y Twilight Ball
On a small rock just past and southwest of two ledges on the western branch of the first fork in the path of the (hidden) X Y Hyper Bridge, which crosses the western branch of the first fork in the path (hidden) X Y Escape the rope west from two ledges south of the Bridge, That Hiker Aaron Goes on X Y Heat Rock In
Southwest Corner (Requires Rock Smash) X Y Moonstone At the end of a narrow path on the east side of the cave, on the north wall (requires Rock Smash) (hidden) X Y B2F B1F (east) camera Sigard (1F) Rock Smash Natural Objects Pokemon Trainers Trainer Pokemon B1F Worker Narekジェロム JeromeReward:
3072 Graveler♂ Lv.46 No Item Graveler♂ Lv.47♂ No lv.48 No item Hiker Aaronガクジ GakujiReward : 2800 Rhydon♂ Lv.50 No item Hiker Berginケケ CaseukeOrd: 2688 Boldor♂ Lv.48 No item Steelix♂ Lv.48 No item Working Dmitriマヒコ MasahikoRevard : 3200 Octilleri♂ Lv.50 No item Worker Yusifナガノリ
NakanoriReward: 3200 Proboscis♂ Lv .50 No point B2F Battle Girl Andrea♂ No point B2F Battle Girl Andreaチアキ♂ In ChiakiReward: 2400 Throh♂ Lv.49 No point Conkeldurr♂ Lv No item Black Belt Gunnarシア Arashire: 2,400 Toxicroak♂ Lv.49 No Point Sawk♂ Lv.50 No Point Battle Girl Haleyコ RankoReward :
2448 Medicham♀ Lv.48 No item Hawlucha♀ Lv.51 No point Black Belt Ricardoタダシ TadashiReward: 2496 Hariyama♂ Lv.52 No point Of Papo Rangers and Leeマキ と ミキト Mackie and Mick Reporter: 8160 Nidoqueen♀ Lv.51 No Point Nidoking♂ Lv.51 No Item Layout Game 1F B1F B2F Deep Part X Y In The
Anime Terminus Cave in the anime In the main series Terminus Cave first appeared in from A to I! where several Team Flare Grunts led by Mabel tried to capture Sigard, but were quickly overwhelmed by the legendary Pokemon. in the same episode, Soyer told Ash and his friends about the cave, and they decided to
visit her on the way to Snowbell City. Ash and his friends arrived at Terminus Cave in a meeting at Terminus! Cave, where they had another meeting with Team Flare. During the confrontation, Skishi was separated from the group, although he reunited with them in the next episode. Terminus Cave in Pokemon
Generations in the Pokemon Generations Cave appeared in Adventure, where Red and his Pikachu were spotted riding a mine trolley through a cave as they were chased by wild Neuvern. After a brief battle, Pikachu managed to defeat Neuvern, allowing him and Red to reach the end of the cave safely, where they
encountered The full Forme Of Sigard. The trivia in the Pokemon of the Sun and Moon, the location of the resolution of the B1F cave is identical to the plan of Sigard's camera in the Terminus cave. In addition, four ball-like items can be found in both caves, with one of them being a hidden Big Nugget. Possible
translation into the Japanese name Terminus Cave - End Cave, the Japanese name for the Resolution Cave. The official Guide to Pokemon X and Y notes that the numbers go down (1F, B1F, B2F), but the post-match guide notes the same rooms as the upward movement (1F, 2F, 3F). In other languages
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